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SEDONA WOLF WEEK 2018
SAVE THE DATE: APR.15-22

Carter Niemeyer – integral in the reintroduction of wolves to
Yellowstone and author of Wolfer and Wolf Land. Carter will
spend an evening of storytelling about his Yellowstone
experiences as well as a presentation on wildlife
“management” services.

The schedule for wolf week will be online by
12/15/17. Visit www.SedonaWolfWeek.org for
the latest information, to register your email for
updates and more. We are very excited to
announce these confirmed speakers and events
for 2018 ...
As a reminder,
Poco Diablo Resort,
Sedona Wolf Week 2018
Presenting Sponsor, is
offering an amazing room
rate if you are coming from out of town.

Nate Blakeslee – author of the recently released American
Wolf will be giving a talk and book signing. The book tells the
story of legendary wolf O-Six who was killed when she
crossed the Yellowstone boundary.
Amaroq Weiss – West Coast Wolf Advocate, Center for
Biological Diversity, handles wolf issues in CA, OR and WA
as well as the northern Rockies and on the federal front. She
has worked in wolf conservation for more than 20 years and
was a stakeholder representative in the two separate state
processes to draft wolf conservation and management plans
in OR and CA.
Rachel Tilseth – wolf advocate, blogger and creator of
Wolves of Douglas County Wisconsin to talk about wolves,
wolf hounding and other issues.
Marc Cooke – Executive Director, Wolves of the Rockies.
Back for a second year and ready to create an initiative for a
forgiveness zone around certain areas of Yellowstone to
protect the wolves.

Recommended Reading

KC York – President, Trap Free Montana is working to end
the horrific practice of trapping and education is key.
Michael Robinson – from the Center for Biological Diversity,
will talk about the Mexican Gray Wolf and how you can help
save this species (approximately 113 in total) in peril right
here in our own state of Arizona.
Carter Niemeyer

Nate Blakeslee

Brenda Petersom

In this memoir, he
reveals the wild
ride that turned a
trapper into a
champion for
wolves.

This recently
released title tells
the story of
legendary
Yellowstone wolf
O-Six who was
killed just outside
the park’s
boundaries.

The story
of the life, death,
and return of wild
American wolves.
It is a book of our
own history seen
through our
relationship with
wolves.

Co-existence Panel & Workshop – a collective of wolf
advocates, ranchers and others including Joe Englehart,
Carol Bogezi and Amaroq Weiss to continue to evolve the
conversation around non-lethal, Predator Friendly® methods
and how to live in co-existence with wolves and other
predators.
Film Festival – more films over two days at Mary D Fisher
Theatre thanks to Sedona International Film Festival.
Wolf Aid – a concert of multiple performers and musicians
from local favorites to headliners.

SedonaWolfWeek.org

And so much more including school presentations, Predator
Friendly® Fundraiser and wolf socials.

Enjoy some of our success stories
and join us by donating to create
many more ...

MAKE A DIFFERENCE - DONATE NOW

AND MORE | PLAN B PROJECTS FOR 2018
And there's more …
In addition to the collaborative efforts and
Sedona Wolf Week 2018, Plan B is also
working on:
Wolves of Douglas County Wisconsin –
develop and produce a short documentary
on wolf-hounding in Wisconsin, the only
state that allows such a barbaric practice
that kills hundreds of dogs, wolves, bears
and other wildlife annually.

Legislation & Advocacy – Plan B believes
issues related to wolves need to be tackled
on two fronts:
1. Educating people (constituents/voters)
AND
2. Representing wolves on a political level.
Plans include creating a 501c4 for advocacy
and political efforts, exploring the retention
of lobbyists and creation of a Political
Action Committee in support of wolves and
other predators.
Sedona Wolf Week 2019 and beyond – it
has always been the objective of Plan B and
Apex for Sedona Wolf Week to expand to
other cities. The expansion provides a
greater reach for education and awareness
of how essential wolves are to our future.

I AM Wolf Nation – a virtual collective of
voices in support of wolves (primarily) and
all wildlife (secondarily), targeted to launch
Spring 2018.
Ongoing Support to wolf and wolf dog
organizations in their efforts to educate,
advocate and rescue wolves and wolf dogs.

Chaos & Theory we are working with
artist, Karen
Kliethermes from
Sedona Wolf Week
2017 to publish a
childrens’ book
telling the story of
Chaos & Theory to
educate youth on the
importance of wolves.

WE NEED YOU in order to do this very important work.
When we save wolves, we save ourselves.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE - DONATE NOW

Coming Together | Strength in Numbers
4 Amazing Organizations with a Passion for Wolves Join Forces

T O S AV E W O LV E S

Plan B to Save Wolves along with Apex Protection Project, Wolves of the Rockies and Trap Free Montana traveled to
Yellowstone to see the wolves in their natural habitat. The scenery was breathtaking and seeing wolves in the wild
for the first time brought tears to our eyes, especially when they howled as a pack. In addition to spending time in
the park, we met with Yellowstone’s top wolf biologist Doug Smith and Rick McIntyre. The four organizations held a
strategy session to discuss key initiatives for the coming year including:

Assist in the effort for the reintroduction of wolves to Colorado
Collaborate to reduce the hunting season and quota of wolves in Montana
An aggressive campaign for a forgiveness zone around certain areas of Yellowstone
to protect the wolves from hunting and trapping.
Assist in efforts to require 24 hour trap check intervals in Montana
Design an app that can track trap kills,with GPS location and date stamping to
ensure trapping compliance
Trail cams to observe any illegal actions and GPS trackers on the trail cams
Targeted campaign to the fashion industry to stop using fur, thus reducing
the need for trapping
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